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JUS5402 Maritime Law: Liability and Insurance 

The language of examination for this course is English: students may answer in English ONLY, answers in 

any other language than English will be given  a F (F for fail). 

All parts and questions are to be answered.  

Part I 

When the freighter MS Nordkyn, owned and operated by Kystfrakt AS, was about to berth at the port of 

Lillevik, Norway, its reverse engine failed. This resulted in MS Nordkyn running into the ship MS Ronja, 

owned and operated by Navigare AS, which was moored at the quay in front of where MS Nordkyn 

intended to berth. The collision led to damage to MS Ronja’s hull, as well as to personal injury to Lars Holm 

who was a crew member onboard MS Ronja, as well as to damage to the quay facility belonging to Lillevik 

Municipality; the impact of the collision (which pushed MS Ronja forward) caused MS Ronja to pull apart 

pieces of the mooring arrangement of the quay. 

It was later established that the electronic conveyor of impulses to the reverse engine of MS Nordkyn, had 

failed. The background of this was an error made by an employee of the reverse engine manufacturer in 

connection with the system being installed a few months earlier. However, it was common ground that 

Kystfrakt’s employees could not reasonably have detected this hidden defect of the system. 

Navigare AS, Lars Holm and Lillevik Municipality claimed damages from Kystfrakt AS. Kystfrakt denied 

liability by pointing to the collision being caused by an accidental event in the form of technical problems.  

The claimants, in particular Lillevik Municipality, disagreed that technical problems was capable of 

exempting Kystfrakt from liability. The claimants further submitted that Kystfrakt was in any event liable on 

the basis of fault, through vicarious liability for the mistake made by the employee of the reverse engine 

manufacturer.  

Q 1: Is Kystfrakt liable towards Navigare and/or Lars Holm and/or Lillevik Municipality? 

Part II 

In the following we assume that the collision was not caused by technical problems but negligent 

maneouvering on the part of MS Norkynd, hence Kystfrakt’s liability was not in dispute.  The claimants’ 
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submitted the following claims, the amounts not being in dispute: The property damage to MS Ronja, 

including loss of income during repair time, NOK 15 mill. The personal injury inflicted on Lars Holm, NOK 2 

mill. The damage to the quay facility, NOK 5 mill. 

The tonnage of MS Nordkyn was 300 tons. (1 SDR=NOK 10) 

Q 2: In what amounts are the three claimants entitled to damages? 

Part III 

The facts are as set out in Part II but with the following addition: Oil spill occurred in that MS Nordkyn, as 

part of the impact of the collision, tore a hole in the hull of MS Ronja which led to 5 tons of bunkers oil 

being emitted from MS Ronja’s bunkers tank. (The hole in the hull was after a while mended which 

prevented MS Ronja from sinking.) The oil spill led to Lillevik Municipality incurring clean-up costs in the 

amount of NOK 25 mill. Lillevik Municipality claimed these costs in damages against Navigare AS. Navigare 

denied liability by pointing to MS Ronja being an innocent victim of the incident which led to the oil spill. 

Alternatively Navigare invoked its limitation right. The tonnage of MS Ronja was 1000 tons. 

Q 3: Is Navigare AS liable for the clean-up costs and, if so, in what amount? 

We now assume that Navigare is liable for clean-up costs in the amount contemplated in Q 3. Navigare 

claimed recourse (indemnity) for this amount against Kystfrakt AS.  

Q 4: Is Kystfrakt AS liable for the recourse claim and, if so, in what amount? 

 

*** 
 

The result of the exams will be announced wednesday 22
nd

  June, at 15.00 hours. You can check the results in the 

StudWeb, or by contacting the Information Centre, phone 22 85 95 00.  After the exam results are announced, 

candidates have the right to be informed of the grounds for the result as long as a request is made within one week of 

the announcement. The names and contact information of the examiners can be found on the Faculty’s website, or by 

contacting the Information Centre. The deadline for appeal is three weeks after the announcement of the results. 

Oslo, 01.06.2016 


